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Every morning from September to June, the silence of a sunny morning or the buzz of a light drizzle is broken as
just over ^,000 Broncos wake up to another life in the day of a Santa Clara Student. Weekday to weekend there is
never a shortage of things to do in what many students have lovingly dubbed "The Clara". From weekend trips
to Tahoe, to San Francisco, to biking to Santana Row, to spending a lazy day catching up on the latest episodes
of modern family and nursing that all to familiar headache, each and every day holds opportunity for an SCU
Bronco. These opportunities make each SCU student's experience different and unique. They appeal to every
interest, of every kind, and attract the variety of students of which Saint Claire herself would be proud. But not
only do these opportunities
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much more. They open up
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Finally, we're left with the senior class — a class who sees the college experience for every 30 ssibilitv it has
offered them. From internships to immersion programs to semesters abroad to off the cuff trips to Santa Cruz,
this class looks back on four years of and into the face of millions more as a graduate from SCU.
This book aims to capture a glimpse of the poi&IMlM@§ offered to every student during there time as a
Bronco. While this task is close to impossible, a number of them have found their way on to the pages of this
book, as it is these j»S§IMlM<g§ that make up the SCU experience. While the change from year to year, one thing
























An ever present fact of any college student's life, nation wide. And yet, beyond
the stress and monotony of these frequent scholastic challenges, these are aronly
a piece of what makes a Bronco's academic experience. There is something to be
said about getting an education in the heart of the Silicon Valley. Yes, there are the
aesthetic perks to being nestled amidst palm trees and the majestic hills of the Santa
Cruz, but ask any student on campus and you'll be sure to find that behind the
picturesque skyline is a library full of students writing up note cards, formulating
theses, finishing up homework, and finishing their last minute studying for the
midterm of the week. The fast-paced life of a quarter system student sets Santa Clara
students on a much steeper learning curve than most. But don't be fooled, us Broncos
maintain their "Work Hard, Play Hard" attitude even when it comes to scholastics.
As week 6 approaches each quarter, the library begins to pack with study parties,
reserving study rooms from dawn till far past dusk. Santa Clara students possess a
drive for learning that far outreaches the mere quest for a degree. From classes to
abroad programs to career-fairs, you're sure to see Broncos across the campus striving
to get the most out of their four years at SCU. While the going does get tough, the
mountains of papers grow ever higher and the number of midterms within one weel<
seems near to impossible, the for a Santa Clara graduate are innumerable




their courses. Surprisingly enough, some of the
highest ranked teachers are also the toughest.
Especially useful during those stressful and time
sensitive registration periods. From Math to History
to Italian to Biology, this site is a quick and dirty way
to decide whether a professor is worth the waitlist.
So who are some ofSCU's top rated teachers in zoio?
Thanks to RateMyProfessor.com, here they are:
Day in and day out, Santa Clara students are graded.
From presentations to midterms to class participation,
our every action is noted and evaluated. But three times
a year, the tables are turned, and one website gives
students the opportunity to grade back. The currently
popular RateMyProfessor.com allows students to
review their professors on 3 basic factors on a scale
of <=>, Helpfulnees, Clarity & Ease, and write hints for
students considering taking
Name: Mario Belotti Overall Quality: 4.3 Ease: 3.2
Ec-CVTPWiloer- With zoio marking his ^ist year at Santa Clara University,
Professor Belotti is on of the most respected Economics professors in the Valley.
Taking a class from Professor Belotti has become a rite of passage of sorts for
business students of all majors, just ask Santa Clara's own Father Locatelli who
was his student during his years at Santa Clara. From growing up to rural Italy
to working in the Silicon Valley, Professor Belotti has done it all. When he isn't
teaching his passion of economics, Professor Belotti can be found traveling as an












NName: Laurie Poe Overall Quality: 4.6
MaiV»e.vnc\tic-^»'_For most students, the terms energetic, interesting, and exciting
do not go hand in hand with mathematics. Students in Professor Poe's courses
however, would beg to differ. As the recipient of the Dr. David E. Logothett
Teaching Award in September of 2009, it is obvious that Santa Clara agree:
and recognizes her effort. The award established Poe as having a well earnec
reputation "for an energetic, engaging, and effective teaching style and having
demonstrated the ability to motivate other teachers and learners". While mat!
may not be everyone's favorite subject, Professor Poe make sure that everyone i
always working with positives.
Name: Chris Paisley Overall Quality: 4.8 Ease: 1.8
»4c^^t^tVvr~With a sought after class and an impressive resume to back it
up, Professor Paisley has become one of the more respected accounting profes-
sors at Santa Clara University. Though he boasts the background and skill in-
comparable to many, Professor Paisley focuses on the basic love of accounting,
teaching only one Accounting n course. Described by students as "the picture
perfect good professor. Crystal clear, very organized, passionate and very helpful
to students. You really can't get any better than this". While acing his class is no
easy task, there is no doubt that you'll leave it a lot better versed in accounting
than when you stepped in the door.
14
Name: Phil Kesten Overall Quality: 5.0 Ease: 2.2
I
P>K»Y*£»lO£»^For teaching one of the hardest subjects on campus, Professor Kesten
is one of Santa Clara's most loved teachers. Who knew that physics could really
be deemed fun? When reviewed by a former student, "Going to his lectures is
like going to a movie. He makes you love physics for ^ minutes". The material is
difficult, and in all honesty, so are the exams, but at the end of the quarter, physics
will seem like a breeze. Don't be deterred by the slew of equations on the board
- Professor Kesten knows his stuff and with his help and a little effort, you will
too. Professor Kesten is enjoying his 20th year at Santa Clara and splits his duties
between Associate Professor and Associate Provost for Undergraduate Studies.
Name: Irene Bubula-Phillips Overall Quality: 5.0 Ease: 3.8
Lc*i^mAa_»e,^r"Put bluntly by a previous student, "If you like awesome teachers,
take ner class". Professor Bubula-Phillips has built a reputation of positivistic
mindset, helpfulness, and intelligence throughout her classes. Fluent in her native
Italian, English, and Spanish, Professor Bubula-Phillips is a wiz with words and a
linguistic anomaly with a true passion for helping her students master languages
during their time at Santa Clara. She currently teaches beginning and intermediate
Spanish and Italian and advanced Italian.
Name: Jerry Klemushin Overall Quality: 3.3 Ease: 3.9
M^rV-eTTVltfi aw?l OMFEr-On the first day of Professor Klemushin's class
his students are asked one simple favor: "Call me Dr. K". A highly respected
marketing consultant in the area, Dr. K's class never sees a dull moment, fielding
guest speaking V.P.'s from companies across the Silicon Valley. Balancing between
Operations Management 108 and E-Commerce Marketing, Dr. K keeps students
entertained, involved, informed, and connected. With real world projects, Dr. K
ensures that every person in his classes leaves with something new to add to their
interviewing arsenal.
ame: James Cottrill Overall Quality: 5.0 Ease: 2.0
PcMflic-al <E>C'ie,i'TC-e^-When it comes to political science, soft spoken
hjames Cottrill has the American government on lock down. Seemingly more
^ knowledgeable about Congress, Presidents, Laws, and the reasoning behind them
than Congress themselves, Professor Cottrill breaks down political theory in ways
that are clear and interesting for students to understand. Usually incorporating
a simulation to really get students engaged with the material, Professor Cottrill
strives to continually build a student's passion for learning. Another fun fact?
When he's not teaching, Professor rips up the stage on his electric piano as a
shoo ofAr|S o sciences
XuAre.
Santa Clara's School of Arts and Sciences has had a
reigning influence on the intellectual and innovate
experiences of its students. Through competence,
conscience and compassion, the college educates
leaders with an emphasis on Jesuit education in the
liberal arts and sciences. Offering 35 majors and over
40 minors, the college has created an environment for
students to achieve great success and enrich their lives
through scholarships, community educators, and a
variety of intellectual, artistic, and cultural programs.
Departments...
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Senior Andrea Carrera's experience
within the School of Arts and Sciences
has been exceptional. As a double major
in Psychobiology and Religious Studies,
Andrea is often confronted with questions
of what brought her to choose such
seemingly contradictory majors. But to
Andrea, people are a mixture of mind,
body and spirit. The School of Arts and
Sciences has allowed her to study all of
these aspects in combination. Her favorite
professor has been Fredrick Parrella,
because his course in the Theology of Paul
Tillich opened her eyes to a whole new
view of religion, theology and spirituality.
Her advice to incoming freshmen is:
"Don't dread the CORE classes: they may
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SpecioPrograms
Standing for Accellerated Cooperative Education, the Leavey School of Business's
iCE program is a highly sought after honor which will help business students throughout all four years of
heir Santa Clara University experience. With
/ill embody Santa Clara this group of students
told a huge amount of potential. Through internships and service learning, these students are especially chal-
snged to push the bounds of their education and are given the amazing opportuinty of access to Silicon Valley
•usiness leaders and mentor programs. These tools help facilitate a seemless transition into the business world
ollowing graduation and provide students with amazing alumni connections, even after they leave Santa Clara.
' One of Santa Clara's highest honors within the business
:hool, the Leavey Scholars program is offered by invitation only to the best of the best within the business
:hool. Offered at the beginning of the sophomore year, the program is offered to those students who have
hown exceptional progress throughout their freshman year at Santa Clara and have maintained a cumulative
jPA within the top ass. In addition to the prestige and recognition of membership within the
,eavey Scholars program, scholaars also recieve many benefits that reward them for their academic excellence.
Vnh special "honors" course sections of certain classes available, students are sure to work with other students
/ho share their motivation and passion for learning. Additionally, students are offered early registration times
nd a number of internship and networking opportunities throughout their time as SCU.
I np^~~ "Students, in the course of their formation, must let
tie gritty reality of this world into their lives, so they can learn to
*el it, think about it critically, respond to its suffering and engage
: constructively." - Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, S.J. This statement fully
mbodies and inspires the LSB Business Immersion trip to El Salva-
or over Spring Break. It offers business students the opportunity
sarn outside the classroom and to live along side the people of




The Santa Clara ScKoaT~bf Engineering teaches
students how to be innovators in this ever-evolving field of
.study.
—
Areas, of study within the School or engineering
Bioengineering, Civil Engineering, (Computer Science and
Engineering, Electrical Engineering, General Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering andjr|ew thip year, Web Design and
Engineering. Students leant in a hands-on, project-based
manner Seniors even participate in a Capstone project that
involves working with other engineering students in other
disciplines and carying out a design project from beginning
to end. This gives them the experience necessary to become
professionals.
This year four engineering stilcjents went above and
beyond with their project. Kevin Brashem, Jeff Abercrombie,
Johnny Buccola, and Matt P|vlik worked in the Robotic
System's Laboratory on an underwater Remotely Operated
Vehicle (ROV) called Mantarisji Manltaris is one of the most
powerful ROV's in her size clas| on the west coast. These four
engineers not only worked tojntfake th£ robot operational, but
they also developed an autonomous cohtirol system for it. Since
GPS doesn't work underwatjej; thesejl Engineers developed a
way to use above-water GPS ajnjd sonar: to navigate the vehicle.
It is projects like these that allow students to stand out in the
job market and have opportunities all over the world.
New This Year: Web Design and Engineering
Starting this year, Santa Clara engineering students have
the option to study Web Design and Engineering. Rather
than focusing solely on computing, this new major focuses
on the relationship between the internet and society.
Students take classes in programming, communications
and sociology. The major was designed by Dr. Dan
Lewis of the Computer Engineering Department. It was
designed to prepare students for a wide variety of careers
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O Nancy Unger's "Women In American Society"
History 84 isn't your typical History course. It's no "Great Women in American History", but a study of actual everyday women in the United States from
the pre-colonial period to the present. It traces how what it means to be a "natural woman" changes dramatically over time. We spend a lot of time
discussing the differences between the sexes in American history, and how many of those differences were based in culture rather than biology. Unger is
a self proclaimed "History nerd," and describes that History is her great passion "because gaining historical perspective can be a powerful tool in helpinc
people to better understand not just their society, but themselves. In the first few weeks, students tend to think of it as an interesting look at how women ir
the past were shaped by societal ideas. But as we get nearer to the present, they begin to see aspects of their own lives that they thought of as entire!'
personal in a very different light. They see the value of history, not as an intellectual abstract but as a source of personal empowerment." Unger also adc
that her students are "constantly surprising me. They bring fresh insights and ideas to the subject matter. I have been teaching this class for more than
twenty years, but my students are always teaching me something new."
© Stephanie Hughes' "Joy of Garbage"How many times have you mindlessly tossed a soda can into the trash? We've all done it without a second thought because for the most part, it
never has any consequences. However, in Professor Hughes' "Joy of Garbage" course students see that our methods with dealing with garbage may
have lasting (and extremely negative) effects on our environment in the future. With the goal of pollution prevention and encouraging others to be-
lieve in corporate responsibility. "Many non-EnvS majors enroll in my class, and it is a pleasure to have outlooks and input from such a wide variety
of majors. I find it very rewarding to be educating Broncos about key environmental aspects of our lives, as I expect you to be future community,
state, and national leaders. We are a very materialistic society - and rarely stop to think of the wastes and energy associated with all our "stuff." For
instance, we don't think much about our own curbside trash, never mind the behind-the-scenes mining, industrial, and agricultural wastes behind our
consumption choices. Neither do we think about what wastes go down our sinks and toilets, but that can include some very disruptive environmental
chemicals. And of course we take for granted that the lights will turn on when we flip a switch, without thinking about the myriad of environmental
repercussions that depend on the original source of that electrical energy." During the quarter, Professor Hughes is taking her students to Sunnyvale's
waste water treatment plant and materials recovery facility so they can see what people are doing ri ght now to improve sustainability. "I see my
mission as getting more people to think about energy use and the materials (and chemicals) we consume, toss out, and flush, to realize how we are
interacting with the world around us all the time. Knowledge is the first step to change. And if we can have some laughs while we do it, all the better!"
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Cool Classes at SCU
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fij Dan Dexheimer's "Sociology of Crime"
Have you noticed that when they were supoosed to be studying you suddely found yourself watching a
arathon of CSI, Law SOrder, Bones, or one of the many crime shows on T.V.? If you have Soc 159. might
e the class for you. In the class Dexheimer addresses the common misconceptions shows like these have
created. "Everyone has ideas about what prison life and the mentalities of those that commit crime, but
Dnce we begin really diving into the material, people realize that what they previously thought may be
3r from the realities." The most impactful piece of learning though? A field trip to San Quentin touring the
facilities. "After the tour students just want to go home and sleep, but the next day they come to class
buzzying and ready to talk about the experience."
jibhn Farnsworth's "Writing Natural History" and Elizabeth Dahlhoffs "Baja
w Natural History"
For the last three years during Winter Quarter students apply for the tandem course of John Farnsworth's
ENVS 142 and Stephanie Dalhoffs ENVS 144. If you're one of the lucky chosen ones, you spent
Tuesday's with Farnsworth, working on advancing your writing skills, while Thursday's are spent with Dalhoff
studying ecosystems and various species in the Baia region. Why Baja you ask? At the end of the auar-
ter, students travel to Baia with both Dalhoff and Farnsworth and backpack fifty miles while attempting
to find the various species they studied in class, while writing journal entries about their experiences. "I'm
a strong proponent of experiental learning," Farnsworth stated, "I believe it's when the most significant
learning takes place," and with a large number of students raving about their experience, Farnsworth
^^ may have a good point.© Farid Senzai's "Politics of the Middle East"
Professor Senzai's PoliSci 142 may seem like your typical political science class. It includes an
overview of historical, econoimc, and social issues in the Middle East. Initially it startes from the
historical standpoint and builds up to the current issues going on right now. Sounds
typical right? If you answered yes then you most likely haven't taken a class from Professor Senzai.
Born in Afghanistan and moving to the Sacramento area at age ten, Senzai continued on to at-
tend Oxford Universitys before coming to SCU to teach "Politics of the Middle East," something k
passionate declares is "my favorite subject to teach by far, and I think students can see that." The|
Middle East, he believes, "isn't something that can be seen with a broad brushstroke. There's so
much diversity and I'm often disappointed with media portrayals that don't show that." After being
offered at a think tank in D.C. Senzai was torn about what to do, but when a student reminded him
of the impact he was making on the lives of SCU students everyday, he quickiy decided to stay at





Life is too short to stay in one place. Take the opportunity to explore, immerse yourself in another culture,
and experience what life is like at another school. Study abroad! Santa Clara Univeristy offers 106 different
locations in over ^o seperate countries for students to study abroad at. Experiences like these can teach you
more about yourself, your beliefs, your abilities, and most importantly, other countries. Just talk to one of
the many students who have studied abroad and you will discover the amazing stories they have to tell. The















"Traveling, studying, and especially living
in another country opens up your eyes.
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"Studying abroad in Paris was a wonderful experience
where I learned the language and met new friends I
feel I will stay in contact with forever. While I was
there I traveled to many of Europe's finest places
including Barcelona, Amsterdam, Norway, Prague,
and Italy. The best part was meeting new friends and
hanging out with them every day. Overall, I loved
Paris beacuse I had a welcoming homestay family
and I saw how Europe worked. I was able to meet
the French citizens and I learned that the stereotype
of French women not shaving their legs is not true,
thankfully. Europe is wild!"
-Dru Atkison 'n
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WHY DID YOU CHOOSE THIS MAJOR?
" I chose this major for two reasons: there was no
way I could complete a double major between the two
schools- Arts & Sciences and the Business school- in
the time I had before graduation, because of differing
school requirements. Also, I wanted to do this
because I was interested in both environmental studies
and business as it is related. I have really enjoyed
learning both disciplines, and find correlations
between the two subjects in every class that I take. I
,
feel that environmental business is an up and coming
field that I will have a great deal to contribute to."
YOU ARE THE ist PERSON TO TAKE THIS
MAJOR-WHAT WAS IT LIKE TO PETITION FOR
IT?
"It was not a terrible process to create this major. I
applied to and was accepted to the Individual Studies L
program, and worked with Jean Pederson to create
an outline of what I would like to study, and what
I wanted to get out of my major at Santa Clara. I
then identified an adviser whom I trusted to help
, me with the process. Leslie Gray, the director of the
Environmental Studies Institute is my adviser, and
initially really helped me to create my major."
WHAT DO YOU HOPE TO DO WITH THIS
MAJOR?
"I work in San Mateo, California in a youth program
that is part of the Pacific Forestry and Watershed
Lands Stewardship Council. Their main purpose is
to provide funding to connect local youth with the
outdoors. It is a great mix of both Environmental
Studies and Business concepts, which is what I hope
to be able to do in the future."
WW///////////////.
Web Design <£> Engineering
Ryan Selewicz "13
WHY DID YOU CHOOSE THIS MAJOR?
"I chose this major becuase I have always had an
interest in technology. The major cought my eye
because it was new and in a growing field. I thought
it was interesting because it combines computer
engineering, communications, and sociology to form
a well rounded degree. It is exciting because Santa
Clara University is one of the only schools, if not the
only school, in the country to have this degree, .
I have enjoyed using what I have learned in class on
my photography website, www.RyanSelewicz.com."
DEFINE THIS MAJOR IN YOUR OWN WORDS/
"The Web Design & Engineering major is fairly
diverse in its curriculum. Students take classes in
computer programming, communications and even
some sociology. The major is designed to prepare
students to be able to use the internet and technology
most efficiently as a communication tool."
WHAT DO YOU HOPE TO DO WITH THIS
MAJOR? '
:
"I don't know exactly what I want to do, but I am
interested in technology and I know I will have plenty
of opportunities in the Silicon Valley since it is such
a growing field. I have always wanted to work for




MAJOR IN YOUR OWN WORDS:
"I am majoring in Political Science, which
analyzes different political systems, how they
function and their effects."
WHY DID YOU CHOOSE THIS MAJOR?
"I really enjoy politics and I think it's
important for everyone to understand how
politics impacts their lives. The political
system impacts every citizen, so I think it's
really important to learn the ins and outs of
how it works. I grew up in a very political
family so I always guessed political science
was in my future. My dad held public office
all throughout my life, and my brother
currently holds public office, so political
science is something I'm familiar with and
feel passionate about. Also, I worked as a
Senate page my junior year of high school and
I experienced the way our government works
first hand. This helped me realize I wanted to
learn the theory behind our system and how it
compares to other systems."
WHAT DO YOU PLAN ON DOING WITH
THIS MAJOR?
"I plan on using my major to help me in law




MAJOR IN YOUR OWN WORDS:
"I have two majors: Mechanical Engineering with a
emphasis in aerospace, and Physics."
WHY DID YOU CHOOSE THESE MAJORS?
"I chose them because I was divided between two
things I really enjoyed, and I just couldn't choose. I
find the practicality of engineering attractive, and
mechanical engineering is particularly interesting
because of its versatility and emphasis on physical
products. Physics is fascinating to me because of the
beauty of the fundimental laws."
WHAT DO YOU HOPE TO DO WITH THESE
MAJORS?
"I'd like to eventually work in cutting-edge research
and development. I like working with problems that
either haven't yet been encountered, or haven't yet
been solved. To me, there's a sense of discovery in












from September to June, Santa Clara is infiltrated by hundreds of events that define the experience
of the students that call this university home. While society would have us believe thatlhere is
one huge, must-have college experience, most SCU students would beg to differ. Yes, there is thaF
quintessential night in every students mind where the last page of an all-night paper prints as
the final second before the deadline tick by; the day party so epic, it's surprising MTV-wasn't;;
filming and Kent Dorfman didn't walk out chanting "TO-GA". But our campus and our studei
life are so unique, an SCU experiences offers much more. The fads, the issues, the trends, the
popular hotspots. The trip to Tahoe when they skies were clear, you could have sworn you were
in a postcard. These make up our zoio experience. Will they stand the test of time and, relate tc
students in 50 years? It's . But no matter what, one fact will remain the same: the stu<jq













To many, Santa Clara exemplifies a well respected institution
of higher learning, rich in opporuinties, at the heart of the
Silicon Valley. While the academic reputation and beautiful
location do make up a piece of the Santa Clara University
experiences, most students would argue that there is far
more to gain from the four years between Move-in Weekend
and Graduation Day. Be they big or small, there are certain
experiences with which nearly every student on campus
can identify with and which make their college experience
unique to Santa Clara.
In order to better understand what it really means to get
the most out of a Santa Clara education, we extended a
question to the student body? What experiences tie you
here? What would you be sure to never miss out on? In
essence, what are the "make-it" or "break-it" experiences
at SCU?
wie»; live there,
play catch on the lawn on a sunny day,
£Na
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^ pend your first summer together playing flipc
Jon^i T£ufF"£k^e,re VS.
\W>e, MV
Just under four hours and you're free
of nagging homework, benson food,
and classes for the weekend. Ah the
sweet bliss of Tahoe. A winter won-
derland of skiing, snowboarding, and
sledding by day and cozy cabin par-
ties by night, Tahoe promises a great
weekend escape for almost anyone.
Not the winter sport type? Summers
at Tahoe up the bar with innertubing,
wakeboarding, and the biggest little
city of Reno, NV just a car trip away.
So thank you Tahoe, for being the
token vacation station for many of
Santa Clara's finest students.
and go to the »S<JU vs. C
game. jEVERY YEAR. G





One day every spring, a hum of mumbling students joins the sun as it begins to rise 6am Anhour too ungodly for most Broncos is, for one day, met with nearly all of them The Caltrain
platform fills with a sea of students in neon colors, cardboard boxes, and painted bodies On
this one day per year 6 a.m. can't come soon enough. It's BayzBreakers. This izk race includeshundreds and thousands of racers and non racers a like and runs from the financial districtthrough golden gate park. While last year's winner finished the race in close to thirty minutesmost students take the day as a way to enjoy the sun and scenery of beautiful San Francisco andparty with the rest of the Bay Area. uum-u a
uming Off-Campus
adition started decades I
-
"*J JJ I I C fi C
elligent Santa Clara I I V-X \J O V.^ O
ffij's housing separates
>llege experience from any other. Don't be fooled by an offer to meet up
rs" or "Penthouse" or "The Cottage". No, you're not being invited out to
away for the weekend, merely out for a night along Bellomy street. With
iging from discriptive: "Yellow", "Brown", or "Green", to mind boggling:
die", "Boo Radley", or "Candyland" these house names can be confusing
t quickly become a way of life. Why address our streets ial* the rest of the




At most instiutions, the morning of the Graduation
ceremony is spent prepping for the big walk, rehearsing that proud
grin of acceptance as you pose with your diploma, or wringing your
wrists as the realization that your last full day of college has finally
arrived. Well, at SCU, these rituals aren't much different. Except one
small thing that is... Dad's & Grads. What initially began as a meet
and greet between Graduates and their fathers at one of Santa Clara's
more noted establishments: The Hut, has now evolved into a celebra-
tory event for the whole family. Provided, that is, that the whole
family is over zi. This Tnfltjmn^gitir rf r*"" gives grads one
last day in the life of a co|
Intramural Sparts
ter, or even year abroad
r \X eck out an immersion trip instead of the
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^^F stand there fo:
iin instead of the
#?L « • i i_ • ii. - expect to hear
.DUC-W-notfi tale. ioi^WT c-r<wiviey&
aturday morning. You walk outside, the sun is shining and you
r a moment and just breathe in the warm autumn air. However,
quintessential bird chirping or breeze blowing that one might
ar, you are greeted with the muffled sound of the Day Party. Yes,
the weekends ot Fall and Spring quarter are peppered with these enjoyable
events where SCU students take time to relax and take advantage of the glorious
weather. Be they small neighborhood gatherings or much larger scale events, day




g*m somewhat of a tradition: Jungle, Luau, Oktoberfest, Cinco






autumn and spring's most guilty pleasures: i house, tons of
sun, and some fun people to share it with.
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No doubt, any student on campus will agree that the campus where we work, eat, sleep, and play is beautiful. In fact,
for many students, the picturesque panoramas and pristine palms are one of the major reasons we broncos love to call
this place home. But what is the story behind this flaura and fauna? Where did our school get the trees that line Palm




Many many years ago, 25 to be exact, the Santa Clara campus went through a change greater than even the change
in temperature from winter to spring quarter. In an effort to avoid confusion, the University of Santa Clara came to
an agreement with the ever popular University of Southern California to change it's name to Santa Clara University.
Not only did this change affect the acronym by which we are recognized, but many would argue it changed the face
of the university as well. Rumor has it that as a part of the agreement, USC also agreed to donate the number of palm
trees which line Palm Drive, the enterance to campus, as a sign of gratitude for Santa Clara giving up the name it had
cherished since 1912.
A Rose m
3ne of the most serene places on campus can be recognized by it's distinct fragrance and bright variety of colors. No,
ve're not talking about the SWIG laundry room. The Santa Clara rose garden boasts a wide variety of roses in nearly
?very shade of every color and is a great place for students to take a breather from the stress and pressure of college
iife and admire the beauty of our campus. Rumor has it, however, that any student with the gaul to pick one of these
beautiful flowers faces fines upwards of $200 and other potential punishments. Fact or fiction? Fiction, but the flowers
J
ire so beautiful, campus safety does nothing to squash the rumors as they help to protect the beautiful and












I miss the best bar-be-
world, as well as the
period. I miss the
Also, I miss the reall
people that lend you
even just smile when
-Jake
c ue
I miss the sweet tea and the
whole laid back atmost here.
-Kip Kist
Nashvilli


















pniss the if year old '-._
requirement to be





New Orleans', LA *. :; . ||
I miss itjbecause it's home. It's









ixniss the view of the city
from my back porch.









Festival of Lights,' and niy friends'
and family. . :/
\\ -Alyssa Salcido, 'iz
';'. i3fci". ^Cincinnati, OH '
miss driving down Victoria
\ve with my windows down,
veering up at the palm trees,




I miss having the freedom to be
in Tahoe, on the beach or the ski
slopes in under an hour!
The genuinely nice people and
the lobster.
I miss the beach, the sunshine, the
local food, and most of all my family.
I don't miss it because there
are actually things to do here!
-Shane Woerner, 'io
Martinez, CA
laider football games! rv^
-Jessica Canalin, 'io
Oakland, CA
I miss living a couple blocks from
the ocean and surfing everyday.
-Alex Ray, '12,















In the words of Claire Gahagan, '10, future pilot:
"My inspiration for becoming a pilot came from my family. Starting out when I was ten, my grandpa would tell me stories about
his training for the Naval Air Corps during WWII. He would tell me how magically flying felt and how amazing it was to travel to
places and see new things outside of the United States. My grandpa told me that planes are such beautiful machines that gave you
the freedom to travel wherever you want.
Ever since then I was hooked. I couldn't wait to get in the cockpit let alone get my hands on the steering wheel of a car. As fate
would have it, driving came perfectly natural to me, making it even more exciting for the day I would operate and fly a plane. I
can remember everyday after I got my license driving around to SJSU airport just to sit on top of the hood of my car and watch
planes land and take off for hours.
Every time I traveled somewhere with my parents, I always had to go up to the cockpit and talk to the pilots. And when we were up
in the air I couldn't get enough of it! I loved the feeling, the sites, the sounds everything. Every time I got in an airplane my parents
would have to drag me out. I thought it was the most amazing experience.
Currently, I am training to get my private pilot's license. I have 1 ,500 flying hours to go! After that, I plan on getting my commercial
license. After graduation [from Santa Clara], I am joining the Peace Corps to fly cargo planes of supplies to countries in need like
Sudan. I cannot wait to do the thing I am most passionate about and help people in need at the same time. It is truly going to be
the most rewarding experience of my life. After I serve the Peace Corps, I will probably either join the Airforce or a commercial
airline."
Claire is currently a Mathematics and Computer Science (with an emphasis in Cryptology) major with a minor in physics.
30
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For Junior Lauren Duncan, '11, it all started in high
school. She had always been interested in fashion,
especially shoes, but she never knew quite how to
pursue the interest. "My senior year of high school I did
a workshop on how to make a pair of shoes by hand,"
explains Duncan, "It just clicked! I said to myself 'this
is what I'm going to do with my life.'" She continued
to design new shoes and even taught herself how to sew.
Although she had an interest in shoes before the class,
she explains the real passion came once she knew how
to make shoes herself. Taking classes in fashion at her
local community college, Duncan continued to learn and
pursue her dreams that just weren't possible in the high
school setting. For a school art exhibit, Lauren made six
additional pairs of shoes and sewed several articles of
clothing to go with them. This was her first "showcase,"
and it inspired her to continue following her dream of
one day designing a line of shoes of her own.
In September of 2008, Duncan's sophomore year, the
aspiring designer found herself in Las Vegas as a shadow
for the shoe company New York Transit Inc. She attended
a shoe convention in which shoes of every genre, level,
and type—companies ranging from Sketchers to Steve
Madden to Dolce and Gabbana—w ere displayed for
potential store buyers. Not only did Duncan get to
examine shoes that were yet to be released to the public,
as a shadow she also helped with the different shoes' fit
and which shoes were good picks.
At the convention Duncan was introduced to a woman
named Lynsey Hand who worked at the company's
London branch. Duncan mentioned the possibility
of her studying abroad in London, and was offered
an internship if she did. "Of course I accepted it right
away!" She exclaimed. Better yet, Duncan was able to
set up the internship through Santa Clara and received
credit for the job.
The year before going abroad, however, Duncan got busy
starting sketches for her own line. She met with the VP
of New York Transit Inc. in Los Angeles who gave her a
project: build a collection of womens shoes set to come
out by August of 20 1 0. They discussed hundreds of shoes
they had seen after and a long day of "shoe shopping",
and proceeded to spend eight hours designing and
sketching her entire collection of twenty-two shoes. "You
really need to be able to design and sketch for yourself,"
said Duncan. Feeling that her skills were not up to par.
she took a drawing class at Santa Clara and plans to take
several more. Unfortunately for Duncan, she faced her
first setback upon hearing that, because of the economic
downfall, her line "Lauren Elizabeth" will be on hold
—
for now.
Duncan continues sketching ideas and waiting. For
now she is focusing on perfecting her sketching and
design skills and also creating a logo for her line. She
remains a full time student at SCU, working toward a









If only we could rewind time. We all find ourselves
in pinches, desperately trying to escape gazing eyes
of others to avoid embarrassment. We asked stu-
dents the question, 'What is your most embarrass-
ing moment at Santa Clara?"
"It was raining, the ground was slippery. This guy
that I thought was amazingly hot was walking by.
I started walking faster in the ho£es that he would
l; see me, and BOOM. There I go, down the-s|,airs..."
\ -anonymous ^^^^^
"MOST embarrassing moment: being a
senior and going to the wrong building


















"My all time most embarrassing moment was when
I was a Freshman living in Swig. My buddies:
[
stole my clothes from the shower stall, and they
took my keys with them. This left me outside my
locked dopr, waiting for Campus Safety. The worst
part is that I only had my small towel to cover
myself up. Campus safety just laughed at me when
they came to open the door."
-anonymous
33
"Brand new library, mango smoothie, flip flops, stairs, trip, smoothie everywhere.
concerned onlookers checking if I had hurt myself, turning bright red. getting paper
towel to clean smoothie from stairs and my clothes, it was the first short set of stairs so
everyone in the first floor witnessed my awkwardness, ha. good times."-Thain Simon 'n
sac
was walking through the library doors
with friends and I tripped over a scooter
and completely fell. Worst part is that it was
finals week and the library was fully occupied.
Welcome to college!" -Callie John 13
^xMsvTa C\ara<& FVie/e^T 1%s\&Taisx^ej& c\ vlViOO^^
"I was walking to class one
day when I saw my friend
riding his skateboard. I
yelledJi|&jia4«erhje~Tu7nea
around and completely








"The worst part of my day was
realizing that I had walked from
Benson to Kenna with toilet paper






Whether it's for a three day weekend or just for the day, sometimes you just NEED to get out of the safe and
predictable streets of Santa Clara and adventure on to something new. Luckily for Santa Clara students, these 3
new and exciting destinations are in no shortage. While the extremely adventuresome traveler could drive to Las
Vegas, Los Angeles, San Diego, or even Seattle within one day, for those looking for a quicker, closer getaway need
only look around them. From Oakland to San Francisco to Santa Cruz to Monterey, northern California is just





Life as a Bronco is pretty good today
Home Vote on Submissions Submit a Story About FAQ Register Login
Today, I went to Benson and had to balance my plates and drink dangerously in my hands because I
refused to get a tray. MLISC
Today is Thursday and I'm drunk in my 8 am class. Again. MLISC
Today, I spent all day in the bookstore doing homework because I don't have enough money to pay for
books. MLISC
Today, I fell asleep on the couch while doing homework. The couch was in Benson. MLISC
Today, I got stuck in the Swig Hall elevator. Third time today. MLISC
Today, I was doing my laundry in the basement and two girls were throwing laundry back and forth. I got
hit in the face with a thong. It was awkward. MLISC
Today, all of my classes were in O'Connor Hall - back, to back, to back, to back. I moved no more than
10 feet in four hours. MLISC
42
Today, I yelled "Wake Up Swig!" I live in Swig and I think I might have woken up my roommate. MLISC
Today, I went to jump in the Benson fountain. There were already six people in it. MLISC
Today, I woke up at Sigma Chi. Again. When is this going to end? MLISC
Today I saw a squirrel. I chased it. I didn't catch it. MLISC
Today, I went to the Hut with some friends. Two of my teachers were there. MLISC
Today, I went to Benson for dinner. I waited for 20 minutes at Exhibition only to find out I was in the pick
upline. MLISC










The Bronco features events like Battle of the Bands which
captured the competitive musical talents of three student-based bands.
Paris to the Moon, Death By Chocolate and Loves the Mirror were
those that participated, and upon votes made by the crowd, Loves the
Mirror was declared the winner with Death By Chocolate in second
place. As a reward for winning, Loves the Mirror had the opportunity
to participate in San Jose State's Battle of the Bands. This is just one of










If you're a t.v. watcher (and let's be honest, who doesn't
use it as the perfect reason to ovoid our classwork) they
you've most likely heard of the hit show "America's Next Top
Model." During cycle thirteen of ANTM, SCU's own Brittany
Marker! competed for the title. While she didn't make it
to the end, Markert has made a successful career out of
modeling. While it was " "definitely hard to say goodbye
but I'm so proud because I get critiqued like, 'Oh, you
look like a catalogue model.' What little math nerd doesn't
want to hear that? That's a great compliment to me,"
said Markert after being sent home. With Brittany currently
traveling the world for different modeling jobs though, it
looks like Brittany has come for from the math nerd, but with


















What started as a personal hobby in 2007 has become quite the
success story around SCU. Michael Kawamoto's t-shirt buisness
"Aloha Coterie" (named for "Aloha" meaning happiness, friendship
and love and "Coterie" meaning a group of people unified by a
common purposse) become a business in 20009 . When asked
what his future goal with the company, Kawamoto replied that he
plans to continue printing shirts for the SCU community as well as to
other organizations as clubs as well os "eseorching current
non-profit organizations that work to provide clean water to those
who need it and donate a portion of my proceeds to the cause.
"I really enjoy providing something that makes people happy, helps
them to express themselves in a positive way and gives others
goy ond excitement. In the past people have told me to "pursue
a career in what you have a passion for and then it's not work
any more." I know what that means now." Want to see Kawamoto's





Harding had been guite the hit around the 5CU
campus. With his talented DJ skills and choice in music he
ambitiously started DNR Music Croup in June of 2004 with his
brother Ryan. The duo first recorded their first mixtape in 2006
titled "The Takeover" and has released nine albums since,
performing coast to coast from NYC to San Francisco. "I am
the CEO and Co-Founder of the label. In addition to running
the business side I am the chief recording engineer and
producer," Harding stated. Artists on his label hove Opened for
a handful of Top 40 acts and his music is played on the big-
gest radio station in New England weekly. "The mission of the
label is to develop our collection of artists individually while
at the same time introducing their music to fans that would
not normally listen to their niche genre of music." DNR is mainly
hip-hop/ R&B and top 40 music. Wont to learn more about
DNR Music Croup? Visit their website dnrmusicgroup.blogspot.




Ever since his neighbor's mom was dating a biker who used to bring
his guitar and taught him a song eight years ago, Austin Pidgeon
has been in love with music. "I started writing music early in high
school, but did not pursue it seriously until later years. Music has
been an everyday influence in my life, so it is amazing that i can
now be an active part of that, and share that with others. " With
the help of producer )ason Root Pidgeon recorded an album.
From there, they released the single, "The River's Run Dry", in January
of 2009, and have been working on the rest of the EP ever since."
When asked about his favorite music out there now, Pidgeon re-
plied, "I think it is important, as with any of the other arts, to immerse
yourself in all genres of it, to see music from one spectrum to the
other, in order to gather a better understanding and apprecia-
tion of it. . I've gone through countless phases of favorite genres
in my life, but recently i find myself listening mostly to reggae, blues,
acoustic rock, and underground hip hop." Pidgeon is an English
major at SCU and when asked about his future plans, Pidgeon
replied that he tries not to plan any part of my life too far down
the road, "but after graduation I hope to continue playing music,
as well as travel, maybe spending a year in Latin America doing






















That is the number ofstuderit nden run, student organized, student-oriented ways for SCU
students to get involved on campus. With close to ioo clubs, 8 lead organizations,
and a number of other projects and organizations, there is no shortage of
ways for students to get involved. From politics to social issues to athletics to
heritage to pure entertainment, the activities and organizations on this campus
ensure that there is a place for everyone on this campus. Bored on a Thursday?
Check out APB's programming in the bronco or an Inoperable Humor comedy
show. Want to take advantage of a sunny day? Chances are there's an teaj|iy>pot
with your name on it at Pick-up Soccer Club, intramurals, or an RLCA event going
on in the graham quad. Whether they capture your interest for anlrou^^xraWe^
or light a fire of passion within you that takes you all the way to Washington DC
with the Solar Decathlon team, Santa Clara insures that this is our campus and the






















Team members beg.n reassembling the ho" in Washington D.C.




"A great success!" This is how Team California describes
their third place victory at the 2009 Solar Decathlon. The
Solar Decathlon is a competition sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy in which twenty university teams
designed and built an 800 square foot zero-energy home. A
zero-energy home refers to its ability to produce as much
renewable energy on its own as it consumes. The homes
combined solar energy and energy efficiency to show the
public what steps we can take to ease the world's ever
increasing energy and pollution problems.
"Team California" represents the collaboration of Santa
Clara University and California College of the Arts. With a
team of over 60 members, students' responsibilities ranged
from the architecture, communications, and engineering
teams, construction, and project management.
After over a year of planning and preparation, Team
California spent this last summer constructing the house
and finally, sending the house on its way to Washington D.C.
"The hardest part was the life commitment to the project,"
explains Kadee Mardula, '11, the Communications Lead for
the Refract House. "We were all full time students while
spending around 90 hours a week on the project. Over the
summer we have 7am- 10pm days while we completed the
house."
Starting on October 8th, the teams competed for over a week
in ten different categories including architecture, market
viability, engineering, lighting design, communications,
comfort zone, hot water, appliances, home entertainment,
and net metering. Team California placed within the top
three in many ofthe contests, placing first in the architecture
and communications categories, second in engineering,
home entertainment and appliances, and third in water
and market viability "Our most feared competition was
Team Germany" Mardula said. As a very technologically
advanced country in solar energy, Germany sent a top team
who won first in the 2007 Solar Decathlon. They placed
first again this year, followed by University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign for second.
SO
Various members of Team California celebrate their third-place finish.
With Envy
n r\r\*\
It has been a rollercoaster of emotions for Team
California, working through countless frustrations
and successes until their hard work paid off.
Mardula says of her experience, "I will never be able
to adequately describe the atmosphere at the award
ceremony and the contest announcements. Every
team was huddled together, grabbing hands, hugging,
longingly gazing into space—everyone hoping to bet
he last name read [as] the winner. Hearing Team
California made my heart just leap out of my chest."
Why have a solar decathlon? The competition not
only educated the participants, but also the public
about what changes can be made now and in the
future to live more sustainably. "There are so many
aspects that people can apply to their current home,
not to mention all the opportunities for new homes.
I love that we can save money while we help the
planet," explains Mardula.
With a diverse group of students and faculty, the
members of Team California proved not only their
intelligence and creativity, but also their ability
to invent one of the most innovative homes green
technology has ever seen. As we must start addressing
climate issues now, these students' accomplishments
proudly put Santa Clara University on the map as a
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Sustainability and the Arts: making the world a better place." More than
a quarter of the freshmen class belongs to CyPhi, so the community is a
great place for first-year students to moke new friends. CyPhi concen-
trates on building tight communities on each floor in the hall.
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Mission Statement of the Associated Students
c, the Ass« ifcd Students of SCU, strive to better the Santa Clara Community through advocacy for and representati
of the t.mclcr;;r..Ae student body's diverse issues, concerns, and needs.We work to facilitate change and provide awarem
through active outreach to the student body and cohesiveness with university administration. M
In order to strengthen the Santa Clara community we encourage student involvement and leadership development through
registered student organizations, university committees, positions, and active engagement within the Santa Clara community.
We achieve these goals while upholding the by-laws and the constitution of ASSCU in order to work towards the greater
mission ofJSanta Clara University."
*4c~fiv'iti
c\rcj
The Activities Programming Board is in charge of
organizing concerts and dances on campus including
Club Bronco with DJ Check-O, The Welcome
Weekend Concert which featured Kid Cudi and
Milkman, and concerts, comedy nights, movie






















Marketing Director ?x&+-' 3:*''
Kid Cudi performs at Leavey Center for the Wclome Weekend Concert.
Photo by Will Danse
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The 2009-2010 year marks the 106th volume of The Redwood yearbook.
To document the people, places, and events that SCU students will forever
remember, the staff chose the theme "Possibilities," and highlighted the
many opportunities provided at Santa Clara. The staff was comprised of
a handful of talented editors, photographers, contributing club members,
and designers, who worked hard to met deadlines and create a great
yearbook. The goal of the staff was to show diverse profile of students
and the different paths they have pursued, covering as many events and
experiences as possible, creating a memory book for students to enjoy in
the near and distant future. Said Editor Libby Dunn '10, " "Developing and
designing a yearbook is interesting because our staff is doing more than
just page design. We provide an archive for the school, an outlet for the
issues, fads, or trends of 2010 to be documented."
®ije &anta Qllara
Thursday, October 1, 2009
Since 1922 WWW.THESANTACLAJRA.COM One free copy
Health reform
^pinions mixed
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-Kurt Wagner, Editor In Cheif


































Who are they? The Santa Clara Review is a
student-edited literary magazine which publishes
all forms of artistic expression.
Where can I find them? The Review is published
biannually, showcasing the diverse abilities of
SCU's students, faculty, staff. With an office in
enson's basement and a user-friendly website,
Q.( onvenient titled: santaclarareview.com) whv
75 wouldn't you contribute?
c
o_
S2 1 /hat's their story? Founded in 1869, it has
:l< rongly represented SCU's commitment to the
amanities by only accepting the highest quality
t-i iaterial for publication, material which echoes
qS anta Clara University's dedication to the pursuit







nat are their goals? The Review is decidicated
i the development of student literary skills in
1 forms of writing. It provides students an
q importunity to gain knowledge in the practice
<p( f contemporary writing and criticism while
eating a way for faculty, students, and alumni







Spotlight On... Barkada J
Interview with June Mazon '12 (Cultural Director) and
Justin Escobar '12 (Public Realtions Director)
The Redwood: What are your hopes and goals for this year?
June: "Barkada hopes to continue spreading awareness of the Philippine culture
through cultural and social events. Barkada translated means 'group of friends' and we
hope to stay true to our name by creating and strengthening friendships."
The Redwood: What events are usually the highlights of the year?
Justin: "PCN (Pilipino Culture Night), Friendship Games (Friendly competition with
Filipino clubs across California ), Winter Retreat, and Barrio Fiesta"
The Redwood: What are your favorite memory so far. .
.
June: "Revealing myself to my adings [lowerclassmen] - I was an ading last year and
I was excited to find out who my ates [upperclassmen] were, this year the tables were









The Santa Clara Multicultural Center (MCC) strong campus presence, comprised of ten distinct cultural clubs and MCC
staff members, committed to voicing the needs and sharing the culture of SCU minority students. The Organization is
located in Shapell Lounge, and "every Thursday, one representative from each club as well as all MCC staff members come
together to discuss current issues and plan upcoming events. Together they form the MCC Executive Board, also known
as E-Board. "(Multicultural Center mission website). The Clubs include: Asian Pacific-Islander Student Union (APSLJ),
Barkada (Filipino Student Organization), Chinese Student Association (CSA), Igwebuike (Black Student Union),Intandesh
(South Asian Student Organization), Japanese Student Association (JSA), Ka Mana'o O Hawai'I, MEChA - El Frente (Latino
Student Organization),Vietnamese Student Association (VSA)
00
S.C.CAPFor students looking for possibilities to get involved and develop as peopleof competence, conscience, and compassion, SCAPP (the Santa ClaraCommunity Action Program) offers a plethora of service and leadership
programs. SCAPP's mission is aimed empowering those in needs by
providing ministry to the homeless, those with disabilities, and those in need of mentoring and special care, with programs like New
Beginnings, Special Olympics, ESL, and LUCHA. Although SCAPP's offerings are diverse, this has been a challenging year to maintain all
of the programs. Said SCAPP director Amanda Sobrepena '10, "We have definitely felt the effects of the economy. Programs have ended,
but we have tried to be creative and maintain as many service opportunities as possible." The sucess of SCAPP, even in tough economic























Salsa Clara is Santa Clara University's Salsa Dancing Performance
Team. Each year, they work on perfecting one amateur routine to perform on
campus at SCU and in the greater salsa community during the spring quarter.
What is unique about the team is that everyone is invited to try-out, even those
with no prior dance experience. Along with their choreographer/founder/director
of Salsa Clara, Danny Zepeda, the club teaches everyone the Salsa basic, then
moves on to various combinations, formation changes, performance attitudes
and even tricks! The team does, however, require that ALL team members are
totally committed and dedicated to personal improvement and team growth.
Salsa Clara provides a great environment for one to gain self-confidence, meet
new people, and learn or perfect salsa dancing techniques, and have a great
time. They also enjoy many outings throughout the year, including salsa socials
around the area and team dinners. This year's co-captains are Natalia Chavez,
Keesa Robinson, and Michael Miyasato. The choreographer/director/founder
is Danny Zepeda, a SCU alum, who is part of a Professional Salsa Team which
won the World's First Salsa Championships. Salsa Clara would like to thank
Danny for leading the team and they feel incredibly privileged to have someone


















Santa Claras *«"^ sport Enthusiasts ^f^ple CWU Mountain,
rjSo^cCa club which boasts a .noao of Ch.ll pe P
Chilly Weather". ^11 is the
freeway on ramp?
Well no e F
mountain as often as
possible.
^^




Sound like fun? Welp,
folks... thats what it is!
70
\pve. \o oar^/e.
-Ski and Snowboard Club Page ^"*S
m





















excellence does not end with our top rated academics or the plethora of on campus activities. No. AT
any time of year, students can head to the courts and watch the Broncos buck the WCC competition
in one of our 19 Division-i sports. And these hundreds of contests throughout the year only begin
to scratch the surface of the athletic powerhouse that makes up the SOU Broncos. Santa Clara is
also the home to 18 competitive club sports teams. These teams only further the SCU reputation for
athletic excellence. Two such teams: Women's Lacrosse club team, which currently wields the nations
top spot, and the historical men's Rugby club provides great entertainment to students during their
matches right here on campus. And what team would be complete without their faithful following
of Ruff Riders. The largest club on campus, the FAN-tastic group keeps the stands full of supporters
for our Broncos in action. With the help of this group and the spirit squad of Dance Team, Cheer,











The largest student organization on campus
Over 3,500 members
Be a part of our Bronco Spirit!
74
For the first time in six years, the Ruff Riders have officially set a new
school record. On Friday, January 8th, 2010 over 1,150 Ruff Riders
attended the SCU vs. USD men's basketball game.
Keep it up Ruff Ridersl
WUaT<Ao TVie. T2ufpT2k?te.r«E> cAo \or \zc\\r "te^wiT
"The Rough Riders and fans give us
the energy and motivation we need
to play with effort, focus, and heart
throughout the game as well as in
warmups."




All hail to S.C.U.
Honor her prestige and fame,
Oh! hold high those standards



















Chorus: Varsity fight for Santa Clara
Banners of red and white on high
No matter how great your foe men [team],
Let your motto be "to do or die."
Rah! Rah! Varsity men [team],
We are cheering for you,
Our gallant heroes, sturdy, staunch and true
Remember the right and might of Red and White
When Santa Clara warriors fight,
For Victory, and our dear old S.C.U.
Then U. fight! fight! for the Alma Mater we love,
oh fight! fight! and strength shall come from above,
We now acclaim your fame,
Rah! Rah! Rah! m
Come join our happy throng,
Oh make the welkin resound,
Help build to tradition,
That S.C.U. men [team] ne'er give ground.
While Hamilton stands guard,
Over thy rich, fertile vale,
Belov'd Alma Mater,
Teach no word akin to fail.
jur
£0
70 Jill Smulski 'io
David Bass '10 77
Eat MyDllSt
The thought of running miles at a time might make most Santa Clara student cringe, but these Broncos could
think of nothing better than letting their minds free and their feet race all up and down the California coast.
The Men's and Women's Cross Country teams race in invitationals and jamborees throughout the state nearly
every weekend of fall quarter and spend most of their off time training for the next season. Each race includes
a grueling track, plenty of running, and a small following of loyal fans that cheer these Broncos on from start
to finish. This year's biggest accomplishment? Stephanie Wilson of the Women's team placed 28th at the NCAA
National Championships, 6th at the NCAA Regional Championships, and was named the 2009 WCC champion.
With this honor, Wilson was also honored as Santa Clara's first
ever All-American Honor in Cross Country. Her huge win for
the Broncos serves as an example of the excellent program at
SCU. Humbled by the win, Wilson is excited to prepare for next












































































NCAA Division 1 West Regional Championships
NCAA Division 1 Championships





































































at San Jose State
vs. Portland *
vs. Gonzaga *
at San Francisco "
at Loyola Marymoimt *
at San Diego *
vs. Saint Mary's *
at Saint Mary's *
at Gonzaga *




















































'his season proved to be very exciting with six games ending in overtime and a burst of
improvement late in the season. Jalil Anibaba, 'n describes this year's team as being the
ardest working team he has ever been a part of. He attributes this to the team's strong
wk ethic that undoubtedly led to their constant improvement and success late in the
;ason. One of the team's strongest moments this season was their November 6, 2009 win
ver USF on national television. This year's overall top scorer was Erik Hurtado '09 with
ven goals.








soccer began with its first season
in 1980. Since then, the program
has seen nineteen NCAA appear-
ances. Head coach Jerry Smith
is in his 23rd season with Santa
Clara, and is the women's soccer
coach with the most wins on
record in Santa Clara history,
having compiled a record of 338-
90-30 (.771).
2009Schedule
08/21/09 at San Jose State W, 4-0






T T <-, 1L,, I-O
09/06/09 at Georgetown W, 2-1 (OT)
Santa Clara Classic
09/11/09. vs. No. 5 Notre Dame W, 2-0
09/13/09 vs. No. 7 Purdue W, 3-1
CO
Stanford Invitational




09/20/09 vs. No. 23 Colorado W, 1-0 (OT)
CD
09/25/09 vs. CSU Fullerton W, 1-0
09/27/09 vs. USC L, 2-0
10/01/09 vs. No. 2 Stanford L, 6-2
10/04/09 vs. No. 14 California T, 1-1 (2OT)
O 10/11/09 at San Diego
* L, 1-0
10/16/09 at San Francisco * W, 1-0
< 10/18/09 at Saint Mary's >v W, 2-1 (OT)
CO
CD
10/23/09 vs. Pepperdine * W, 1-0 (2OT)
O
CD
10/25/09 vs. Loyola Marymount * W, 1-0











Alexis Rubattino 14 Lindsey Johnson WL®'
00 Lisa Lahman 15 Maxine Goynes
1 Bianca Henninger 16 Anessa Patton
2 Lexi Orand 17 Meleana Shim u^m.
3 Jenny LaPonte 18 Jordan Angeli
4 Hayley Siegel 19 Chelsea Bednarz
5 Kiki Bosio 20 Katherine Reynolds
6 Bridgett Miller 21 Olivia Klei
7 Dani Potts 22 Cailin Doherty
8 Alyssa Chun 23 Zoe Jeffers
9 Amanda Poach 24 Lauren Matheson 1
10 Courtney Lewis 25 Amanda Webster j
11 Marguerite Aozasa 26 Lauren Kawamoto |
12 Kendra Perry 29 Lauren Crum












sues UP ror a header
J"BE
Santa Clara teammates work together to defend their goal against LMU
Senior SPOtliQht...
v\oU&
has led them to the i6th seed in the NCAA tournament. Her favorite moment as a
player goes straight back to the very beginning of her Santa Clara career. After starting
the first game of the season as a freshman, she scored the winning goal to beat Wake
Forest i-o. Katherine is incredibly grateful for the memories and amazing seasons she
has shared at Santa Clara and hopes to continue her soccer career by being drafted into
the Women's Professional League in January. She also hopes to continue to play with
the U-23 women's national team. Katherine's many athletic accomplishments include
being placed on the Missouri Athletic Club Hermann Trophy Watch List in zoo8 and






Lead by Senior Lindsy Davigeadono, the Women's Volleyball team represented the Broncos well within the WC(
this year. A moderately young team balanced itself out with power and defense, leading the team to a winnin
season. The future holds many possibilities for this team as it grows and matures with a total of 9 underclassme
who show much promise
for the program's future.
Senior Davigeadono was
honored at the finale
of her senior season,



























































vs. Arizona L 3-0
vs. Utah W 3-0
at UC Santa Barbara L 3" 1
vs. Idaho W 3"1
at Cal Poly w 3" 1
vs. Seattle University w 3-0
vs. Albany N.Y. L 3" 1
at Penn W 3-0
vs. St. Francis (PA.) W 3-0
at San Francisco I. 3-0
at Saint Mary's L 3"2
at San Diego L 3" 1
vs. Portland W 3" 1
vs. Gonzaga L 3" z
at Loyola Marymount W 3"1
at Pepperdine W 3"2
vs. San Francisco W 3" 1
vs. San Diego L 3"2
vs. Saint Mary's L 3" 1
at Gonzaga W 3"1
at Portland L 3-0
vs. Pepperdine W 3"2
vs. Loyola Marymount W 3" 1




No: Name: No: Name:
i Robert Smith ZI Kevin Foster
3 Chris Cunningham zz Nate Mensah
4 Kyle Perricone H Troy Payne
IO Ben Dowdell 31 Niyi Harrison
M Troy Alexander 33 Phillip Bach
14 Michael Santos 4z Ray Cowels
^ Marc Trasolini
Bronco Men's Basketball 2009 - 2010 Season
The Santa Clara Men's Basketball team had a great season this
year with a new star point guard, Robert Smith '13, and four other
freshmen joining the team. As this page goes to print about
halfway through the season Smith leads the team in minutes and
is one of the top scorers. Marc Trasolini '12, Raymoond Cowels
13, and Niyi Harrison '13 have also been very powerful on both
offense and defense. This season brought so much excitement
that a record was set for most students in attendance when
1,150 Ruff Riders packed the stands of Leavey Center on Friday,
January 8, 2010 to see the Broncos play St. Mary's College. With
five freshmen and four sophomores on the team, these guys show
some real promise for future seasons.
twfe —
J
As an extremely young team, the Broncos
faired well this season. While their Win-Loss
record might not reflect the most impres-
sive season, a closer look at the scores proves
that this team was in for the fight in every
game. With most score differences within 10
points, the team played with heart and am-
bition during every contest. Not to be un-
derestimated, the team headed into the an-
nual WCC tournament in Las Vegas, Nevada
with one goal in mind: show the WCC what
Bronco women are made of. And they did
just that winning all three contests and beat-
ing number 17 ranked Gonzaga. All in all, the
team consistently put up a great performance
all season and proved that the Broncos are a
force to be reckoned with and have a bright






































11/03/09 vs. Cal State Monterey Bay W 78-59
11/07/09 vs. Sonoma State W 73-43
11/14/09 at Iowa L 67-51
11/15/09 vs. UCLA L 77-V
11/24/09 at Oregon L 88-71
11/28/09 vs. Utah L 59-54
12/03/09 vs. UC Davis 1. 74-56
12/06/09 vs. South Dakota L 69-66
12/11/09 vs. Cal State Bakersfield L 78-76
12/13/09 at Pacific W 74-69
12/16/09 at Minnesota L 91-51
12/19/09 at Boise State L 75-67
12/22/09 vs. Cal Poly L 63-55
12/28/09 at Robert Morris L 57-56
12/30/09 at West Virginia L 78-55
01/02/10 vs. San Jose State L 75-64
01/08/10 at San Diego L 60-44
01/10/10 at Saint Mary's 1. 83-55
01/14/10 vs. Pepperdine L 83-67
01/16/10 vs. Loyola Marymount L 60-56
01/23/10 vs. San Francisco W 54-47
01/28/10 at Gonzaga 1. 81-43
01/30/10 at Portland 1. 73-65
02/04/10 vs. Saint Mary's W 69-62
02/06/10 vs. San Diego L 67-58
02/11/10 at Loyola Marymount 1. 73-61
02/13/10 at Pepperdine I. 65-51
02/20/10 at San Francisco I. 58-52
02/25/10 vs. Gonzaga L 83-52
02/27/10 vs. Portland L 67-64
wcc Tournament
03/05/10 vs. San Diego W 68-67
03/06/10 vs. Portland \Y 74-61










11/1^/09 Foster City, CA
11/22/09 San Mateo, CA
03/06/10 Redwood Shores, CA
03/07/10 Davis, CA
03/13/10 Sacramento, CA
03/27/10 Mission Bay, CA
03/28/10 Mission Bay, CA




Led by Tim Huss '10 and coached by Wieslaw Kujda, this
years Bronco Men's Crew team had another sucessful season with
races throughout California. The team ended the season in New
Jersey at the Intercollegiate Rowing Association's Championship
Regatta.
Thanks to a generous donation by nine recent SCU Crew
alumni, the team began the season with a brand new Vespoli Vi
boat with room for eight rowers and one coxswain. The boat is
named "The Demander" after Geoff Demander '09 who led the do-
nation effort. Due to technological advances, the new vessel will











Fr. Michael Engh, S.J and a group of rowers pose with "The














































































New Head Coach Ann Kennedy
2010 Schedule
3/6/10 Sacramento State Dual
3/7/10 UC Davis Invitational
3/13/10 Sacramento State Invitational
3/22/10 Scrimmage: Stanford Lightweights
3/27/10 San Diego Crew Classic
4/10/10 St. Mary's Dual
4/11/10 Stanford, Princeton & Wisconsin Lightweights
4/17/10 Dash Water Dash
4/30/10 WCC Championships
5/1/10 Pacific Coast Rowing Championships
5/2/10 WIRA Championships
S?""Sowie- pnac-.ilc-e-& were TV»e
we've Ua<A, btficvnc-e we **pT
tWtpuciU iT we were able u?
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"We are young, but dangerous," says Isabelle
Hoy, 'i2 of the SCU women's tennis team.
"The team has a lot of potential and energy.
We have great ambitions for the 2009-zoio
season: we want to beat LMU and UC Santa
Barbara for the first time ever in Santa Clara
Women's tennis history!" The nine-woman
team, coached by Ben Cabell (Head Coach),
Tricia Guidance (Assistant Coach), and
Derek Fitzpatrick (Volunteer Assistant
Coach) also hopes to place in the top four
at the WCC Conference Tournament this
year. Said Carmen Pham, '11, "I am looking
forward to our conference tournament
at the end of our season in April (West
Coast Conference). It is an accumulation
of all of our hard work that we have put
out during the year, and it is our time to
shine."
Though the women's team has a strong sense of team
spirit and high hopes for their group accomplishments,
they also are able to focus on individual competition in
their singles and doubles matches. "My personal goal for
the season is to keep moving forward and keep growing,"
says Pham.
The SCU women's tennis team are as dedicated to their
teammates as they are to their sport, and they truly enjoy
the experience of part of a team community. Said Carmen
Pham '11, "With our team, every day at practice is a new
favorite memory. Every person on our team has their own







































- Cal Invitational 03/07/10
St. Mary's Invitational 03/09/10
St. Mary's Invitational 03/11/10-







vs. Cal State Bakersfield 04/11/10-
at San Francisco 04/17/10-
at Loyola Marymount 04/18/10-


























After coming out of a strong fall tournament season,
the Santa Clara men's tennis team is ready to get down and
dirty as they prepare themselves for their zoio season. This
Bronco team is made up of twelve teammates, three of whom
are international students. The guys are excited and ready
to work their way up the conference ladder to place higher
than eighth in the WCC tournament. The Broncos' schedule
this season includes matches against nine current nationally-
ranked opponents, including No. 24 Arizona, 43 Fresno State,
















02/02/10 SAP Open Pre-Qualificatior Los Catos, Calif.
02/03/10 SAP Open Pre-Qualificatior Los Catos, Calif.
02/04/10 SAP Open Pre-Qualificatior Los Catos, Calif.
02/07/10 at No. 26 Fresno State Fresno, Calif. L, 4-0
02/13/10 vs. Idaho Las Vegas, Nev. W, 5-2
02/14/10 at No. 74 UNLV Las Vegas, Nev. W, 4-3
02/20/10 vs. Sonoma State Santa Clara, Calif. W, 7-0
02/21/10 vs. Loyola Marymount * Santa Clara, Calif.
03/03/10 vs. Xavier Santa Clara, Calif.
03/05/10 at Arizona Tucson, Ariz.
03/06/10 vs. Nebraska Tucson, Ariz.
03/14/10 vs. UAB Santa Clara, Calif.
03/23/10 vs. Eastern Washington Santo Clara, Calif.
03/24/10 vs. UC Riverside Santa Clara, Calif.
03/27/10 vs. Montana Santa Clara, Calif.
04/03/10 vs. San Francisco Santa Clara, Calif.
04/04/10 vs. Conzaga * Santa Clara, Calif.
04/09/10 vs. Pacific Santa Clara, Calif.
04/14/10 at Sacramento State Sacramento, Calif.
04/17/10 vs. Saint Mary's * Santa Clara, Calif.
04/23/10 WCC Championships San Diego, Calif.
m m.
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! and A with Nicolas Vinel:
i What is your favorite part about tennis?
ove tennis for the game. I love playing tennis because it is a
ht between yourself and your opponent. I love playing dou-
is, because I think it's more spectacular, more fun and pleasant
cause you play with a partner.
What has been your favorite match this season?
this moment my favorite match was in doubles against
NfLV, at Las Vegas. We won 11-9 in the tiebreak with my part-
r Kyle Dandan, and we saved four match points. It was intense, and a good match.
vas happy to give this precious point to my team.
Seeing as you are from France, how do you like California?
lifornia was a dream for me. In France, we only heard about Florida and
.lifornia. I looked at some schools in California, and Derek Mills (my coach here
SCU) contacted me and proposed that I come play here. It is a great school and a




With senior Captains Jack Wall, 09, Mike Sorgenfrei,
'09 and Liam Farrell, '09 leading the way and a team
better than what Santa Clara has seen in years, this
season's men's water polo players have the potential to
do something their 30-year-old program has never done
before: reach the Final Four. This potential has made
these boys work even harder and has allowed them
to successfully develop a strong sense of camaraderie.
Though all this effort is challenging at times, Marcus
Akerland, '12 says he loves it for the very reason that,
"water polo requires a combination of several talents
that must be executed together in order to excel."
With the addition of the new Sullivan pool, excelling is




Alexander Coffin Michael Wishart Joshua Luebke
John Nash Brett Zylstra Mitchell Klipa
Patrick Weiss Daley Meistrell Jake Diserio
Jack Penner Marcus Akerlond Stephen Hobbs
Andrew Dugoni James Case Jeff Welch
Mark Allison Nicholas Poggetti






























































UC Santa Barbara Loss
Loyola Marymount Loss




































Four-year starter Liam Farrell is finishing up his last quarter at SCUas a finance major this fall, while also
serving as co-captain of SCU's water polo team. Playing every day for almost a decade, Farrell reflects
that water polo has largely attributed to his good time management as the three-hour-a-day practices,
countless weekend tournaments both home and away, and the early morning weight lifting sessions in
Malley have kept him extremely busy. Juggling these obligations has allowed him to develop a strong work
ethic. Farrell explains, "[This year's team has been] the best team I've ever played on. I love all the guys,
and Coach Wilbur is awesome and extremely understanding of our hectic schedules." With three years of
college experience under his belt, Farrell tried to set a good example for the younger guys as he remembered
the hard transition into college and how much playing water polo helped him create a solid network of
friends, while also keeping that competitive edge with his teammates that "always challenges the team










The Santa Clara women's Water Polo Team started as a club sport in
1996 and gained varsity status in 1999. They are now in their sixth
season as a Division 1 team, after moving up from Division 3. The
Broncos have come a long way, with the help of many talented coaches
including the current men's and women's coach, Keith Wilbur. With
the experience of three leading seniors, the team hopes to be in the
championship game at the end of the season. This, according to the















Our team has talent, spirit and most of all bravery" -Rochelle Stowe '11
Jenny Knutson '10
Jand A With Senior, Rochelle Stowe :
Viat is your favorite part of waterpolo?
[ere is a certain barrier that is broken when you get to a college
;el sport. It's a threshold, a point which where your body can't
;e any more pain, but your mind can. I value this pressure, the
dlenge, and the triumph in the end when we take off our caps
I do our team huddle.
>w has your experience at SCU been as a member of the team?
i played on four teams, really. Every year is different, which
kes playing water polo more dynamic than the games
mselves. Team chemistry and work ethic have changed as often
Dur seniors graduate, but I take pride equally every year. Also,
team is my family. I've grown throughout my college years
:h water polo girls always in my life—and that's an amazing gift
have, water polo girls are very fun people.
iat is your proudest water polo moment here, at SCU?
.nds down, my proudest moment was in 2009, when our team
)k second in WWPAs, the best any Santa Clara Water Polo
)gram (men's and women's) has ever done. To be able to make
it kind of history is rare, and sharing the celebration with my
mmates, at a home game, was priceless.
3un Bronco's Run
"* |U |I M i nMMM
,
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SCU Track is a a young team composed of mostly distance
runners. Each member is extremely excited about the upcoming
season and has set very high standards and goals for themselves.
Although track is considered a "team" sport, each are held
accountable for their respected events. Sophomore Evan
Hennessey explained that he loves distance because "there is
no way around perseverance and hard work if you want to be
successful. You might be talented, but you always have to put
in the training in order to well. I did track last year and I plan
to do it all throughout my college experience here at SCU."
oa WWcfe
s^r favorite parTabpOl be»^
.«£>e.








3/26/10 5F State Distance Carnival
3/27/10 Stanford Invitational
4/3/10 Johnny Mathis Invitational
4/9/10 Chico State Distance Corniva
4/15/10 Mt. Sac Invitational
4/17/10 Woody Wilson Invitational






















































All Photos by Emily Fong ">i-V-V
This year's Santa Clara University Softball team has proven j;:
--''^--^X"
to be a strong group of players with constant improvement — ''*-"-'
throughout the season. The team has really come together this
year with a solid defense from the infield and the outfield as well as great batting
skills. Star players this season include outfielders Nicole Picard, Briana Knight
and Jamie Wallis, infielder Kristen Welsh, and catcher/infielder Emily Batt. One
of the highlights of the season was the teams camping trip to Yosemite where they
climbed half dome. On the way to each game, the team listens to a CD of their
favorite songs and sets goals for themselves. The team also shows a lot of promise










No. Name. No Name. No. Name.
4 Kristin Welsh IZ Nicole Picard zz Megan Smith
5 Amanda Edmonson 13 Emily Batt H Jenna Fong
6 Morgana Dallas H Briana Knight z6 Kaitlyn Rauschnot
7 Jamie Wallis i<5 Ali Nash ZQ Riley McKay















at Fresno State (2)
at San fose State (2)
at Pacific (2)
vs. St. Mary's
vs. Cal State Bakersfield
at Cal State Northridge
at UC Davis (2)
vs. Princeton (2)





vs. UC Santa Barbara
vs. BYU
vs. Cal State Bakersfield
vs. Pacific
at San Jose State
at Sacramento State (2)
at Sacramento State (2)
vs. Cal State Bakersfield (2)
vs. Cal State Bakersfield (2)
at Loyola Marymount (2)
at Loyola Marymount (2)
at UC Berkeley
vs. St. Mary's (2)
vs. St. Mary's (2)
at Stanford
at San Diego (2)



















Q) How long have you been playing baseball?
A) Since I was seven.
Q) How have you developed as a player in the
past four years?
A) I feel like I have developed a lot both in
getting better physically and learning how to be a pitcher
and not just a thrower. I now throw four different pitches
versus only two my freshman year. And my velocity has
improved from throwing mid 8o's to around 90 mph.
Q) What is the most important thing your coaches have
taught you?
A) To be a competitor and be mentally tough especially
when you aren't doing well. You have to go out there and be
confident in yourself and believe you're going to get the job
done even when you don't have your best stuff.
Q) Have you enjoyed being a college athlete?
A) Yes, sometimes it gets stressful. But spending six to eight
hours at the field six days a week while going to class, doing
homework, and having a social life, has taught me how
to manage my time and focus on my priorities. Although
being a student athlete can be tough, I feel very lucky to




i Alex Rivers 29 Thain Simon
3 Quinton Perry 30 Chris Mendoza
4 Lucas Herbst 31 Steve Kalush
6 Evan Peters 32 Brian Roby
\
7 Blake Leyva 33 Pat Terry
8 Tommy Medica 34 Curtis Wagner
9 Nate Garcia 36 Jason Westerberg
IO Drew Ozanne 37 Joe Supple
ii Jon Hughes 38 Cory Hall
J3 J.R. Graham 39 Paul Twining
16 Matt Ozanne 40 Matt Paradise
i6 Kenny Treadwell 41 Joshua Bninski
i7 Ryan Rieger 42 Stephen Takahashi
18 Mike Couch 46 Ian O'Connor
J9 Andrew Biancardi
21 Brock Simon Mark O'Brien-Head Coach
22 Justin Viele Mike Zirelli-Pitching Coach
^3 Rhett Nelson Chad Baum-Assistant Coach
^6 Pat Stover Sh;iwn Epidendio-Assistant Coach





Miki Ueo] la, ii
With a team full of experience, the Women's golf
team has had a successful season. "I think we're
doing a good job at posting scores that we know we
can shoot, and as a team we have been working a
lot on the mental side the game," says junior Miki
Ueoka. Undoubtedly, the team's camaraderie has
helped the women achieve this goal. "Our team is
pretty hilarious," Ueoka says. Frequent team dinners
and scheduled hangouts created just the atmosphere
they needed. "We get along really well," Ueoka
explains, "thankfully, because we spend so much time
together."
With only three more tournaments left in the season,
senior Erin Sullivan says, "We are looking forward to
building on the momentum we built in the past...we
want to be competitive with USF at the West Coast
Conference Tournament and take over the number
two spot in conference."
The women's dedication is impressive. "Playing a
collegiate sport is such a privilege and such an amazing
experience. It definitely gets tough to balance with
school," Ueoka admits, "but we get to travel and play
tournaments...basically we get to do something we
love all the time."
Erin Sullivan, 10
Women's Golf photos courtesy of Don Jedlovec
\oe
photq.'jcourtesy of Brenda Miller
It is a good thing the Men's golf team loves to trave
to exotic locations, because that's exactly what they've
been doing all season. "The best part about being on
a college golf team is all the free golf! We get to play
some of the best courses in the country," explains
junior Tyler Ichikawa. Sophomore Cory Mehl
seconds that: "we get to travel to cool tournamen]
venues like Hawaii and play a lot of nice count
clubs around the bar area."
The tournaments haven't all been vacations, however.
The team works hard juggling the schedule of a full
time student and college athlete. Their hard work
is paying off. "We have two tournament wins [and
many rankings in the top five]; we are looking strong
to make NCAA Regionals," says junior Scott Travers.
Their goals are to not only win the WCCs, but also
to go on to Regionals. "This season has been by
far the best season I have been a part of since I've
gotten here," Travers reveals. "We are on the verge
of making the post-season for just the second time in
school history!"
The guys couldn't have gotten so far without great
team camaraderie. Their competitive nature pushes
one another to be the best golfer he can be, yet they
are also all great friends. Ichikawa explains, "Since
we spend so much time together, we really get to
learn a lot about each other." The team may feel like
family, but for six members of the team, they really
are. With three sets of brothers on the team, Ichikawa














Students with an interest in athletics and
competition formed teams and competed
weekly in a wide veriety of sports including
flag football, tennis, volleyball, badminton,
basketball, soccer, table tennis, and softball.
Winning teams went on to compete in
the playoffs, but the experience give every
student the chance to compete as a Bronco.
I 10
-Chris Ledesma 'iz
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Team went to new
















This year's Bronco Women's Lacrosse team certainly went above and beyond previous years. As this book goes to
press, the team holds the title of number one in the nation. More than half way through their season, the team is
undefeated and is expected to continue their domination throughout the remainder of the season. The team is led by
senior midfielder, Krista Shaw who was named preseason player of the year by Lacrosse Magazine and senior defender,
Jamie Staudt. Other team leaders include Ellen Metzger '10 on defense, Maggie Burke '13 at midfield, and Maria
Pestana '12 and Gracie Binder '11 on attack. Ellen Reiling '13 describes the team as being very close. Before each game,
the team goes over their goals, one of which is to earn a spot at Nationals. One of the season's highlights was defeating
the number two ranked UC Santa Barbara iz-n in early March.
I \z
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No. Name. No. Name. No. Name.
2 Ellen Metzger 12 Mayan Zeitlin 21 Renee Eligio
3 Megan Markee 13 Ellen Reiling 22 Gracie Binder
7 Maggie Burke H Laura Gonzalez *3 Maggie Spreitzer
8 Claire O'Leary 16 Kayla Ushman a*) Maria Pestana
') Hannah Scott 18 Krista Shaw (C) 26 Jenna Choquette (C)
CO Jamie Staudt (C) 19 Juliana Onieal ^7 Eloise Callander
II Lauren Orlando 20 Kendall Eder
I \3
SantoClara Ice Hockey Lacrosse ! Rugby
Men's Paintball
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Equestrian ' Paintball Sailing
Rugby
HaEP&.v^s *-".:i
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The proverbial backbone for every other activity on campus, the student body is the key compoi
of the SCU college experience. With just under ^,000 undergraduates and 3,000 graduate§Jk.iic
number of different personalities on this campus reflects a real diversity that Santa Clara holds dear.
These personalities are what make us unique, what bring interesting a different points of view to ojh
classes, what create the bonds of friendship that are meant to last forever. All of thesqyi^s|pali|ies
converge on this campus, and while knowing each and every individual is a goal that is close to
unattainable, you're sure to get a nod or a smile on each walk to class, assuring you that, beyond the
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Eduardo Cruz
Jillian Cule




























































































































































































































































































































































So Fresh So Clean,
-compiled by Sydney Dieudonne, Sarah Gregg, Megan Chen, Katie Loiseau, and Johanna Spooner
. ^eep your access card : . . ^x,
2. Nobody Carries Trays in Benson
vj. don't trust that skateborders will avoid hitting yoi
L Hooses have NAMES not ADDRESSES
5."WakeUr _v,
5. Not everyone goes to the gym just to work out
. the biggest game on campus is ALWAYS the Conzaga game
5. The Walk of Shame
w/a>
9. you don't actually have t
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Congratulations on receiving your degree from Santa Clara University. We are extremely proud of all you have accomplished and the
growth you've experienced these last four years. Celebrate with great pride. Enjoy the rewards of all your efforts. May you always trea-
sure the memories you've made at SCU. May God Bless you and guide you on the next Chapter of your life.
We love you,




Congratulations on your graduation. We are incredibly proud of you. Your drive and perseverance paid off! You exhibit diligence and
dedication to your goals, which will carry you far. This is just the beginning of your many successes.
It has been a privilege sharing our lives with you. We are the lucky ones for having done so. Take all of your acguired wisdom, nurture
and cultivate it, then give it back with gratitude.






Congratulations on this great achievement
—
your
graduation from Santa Clara University. This is
indeed yet one more wondrous milestone on your
path to victory in life as you choose to define it. We
are so very proud of you as you have every right to
be of yourself. It has been our privilege and honor
to be by your side as you have fought, persevered,
surmounted all difficulties and come through with
honor and triumphant achievement. As you con-
tinue to do your best your success is assured.




If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowance for their doubting too;
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or, being lied about, don't deal in lies,
Or, being hated, don't give way to hating,
And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise;
If you can dream - and not make dreams your
master;
If you can think - and not make thoughts your aim;
If you can meet with triumph and disaster
And treat those two imposters just the same;
If you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
Or watch the things you gave your life to broken,
And stoop and build 'em up with wornout tools;
If you can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
And lose, and start again at your beginnings
And never breath a word about your loss;
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the Will which says to them: "Hold on";
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with kings - nor lose the common touch;
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you;
If all men count with you, but none too much;
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds' worth of distance run -
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it,




It's been fun sharing a little bit of your Santa Clara years with you...
We are so proud of all of your accomplishments, and especially of the man you have become.
We love you so much!
Love,
Mom, Dad and Jessica
-.* Mr"""'" «"» t| <&£$m








Congratulations on your graduation and on the fine man you have become in the process! We can't imagine any way at all that we could
be prouder of you. You have found the determination you needed both to find out who you are, and also to excel once again. Now it's
time for you to show the world how spectacular you truly are. Always remember though, no matter what, we will always be here if you
need us.
"Have no fear of moving into the unknown. Simply step out fearlessly knowing that I am with you, therefore no harm can befall you; all is
very, very well. Do this in complete faith and confidence." -Pope John Paul II-
We love you so much!!!!
Mom, John, Drew, Kaitlyn, Nick &Ty
(and everyone else who loves you!)




Congratulations on your graduation! We are so proud of all that you have accomplished. Our love and support will always be with you
through all your future endeavors.
Love,




We couldn't be prouder of you. You
are part of a proud Bronco tradi-
tion, a family of graduates from SCU.
John A. Sobrato, John M. Sobrato,
Abby (Dorsa) Sobrato, Tony Dorsa,
Kathy Dorsa, Keith Dorsa and Sheri
Sobrato have all walked the stage
before you, with your brother Jeff to
"walk" next year. But as you receive
your diploma it is pretty cool to see
that three John Sobratos will be on
the stage at the same time; trustee,
regent and graduate.
Congratulations! You know how
much we love you. You are the joy in
our life. We know you have enjoyed
your years at SCU with highlights
such as a double major in History
and Poly Science, an Immersion trip
to Tijuana, Study Abroad Copenha-
gen, to your four years of Pi Kappa
Alpha, serving as Social and VP.
You are finally moving out of "the
Penthouse" and into the world of
inspiring youth with your love of his-
tory. You will be a fabulous teacher
and the world needs you.





Three Generations at Santa Clara
Austin Bruce Slack, Jr., Class of 1 934
Michael Cunningham Slack, Class of 1964




Mom, Dad, and Austin
Julie, we are so proud of the extraordinary person you are, as well as
your many accomplishments. You are beautiful, kind, loving, joyful
and intelligent and a blessing to all those around you. Your warm and
compassionate heart coupled with your inner strength and resolve will
lead you to do much good in this world. When it was easier to quit and
return home you stayed on track and finished your schooling in four
years. You are truly an amazing and wonderful young lady. You have
been a wonderful daughter and sister; we love you always. Congratula-
tions on your graduation from Santa Clara University!
May God bless and guide you on your future endeavors.
We Love you very much and we will always be here for you.
Our fearless adventurer!
Love, Dad, Mom, Brother and Sister











We are so proud of all your accomplishments and we know that
you will continue to achieve even greater honors in the future.
Keep up the great work and continue to excel. Follow your
dreams and you will achieve all the happiness you





Mom, Brad, Randy, and RJ
—
fiua/n/ y\\. [i&M/rufa/rv
Congratulations Ryan on your graduation from Santa Clara University
You did not ever let up on your dedication and perseverance and we
are so very proud of you! Each and every accomplishment in your life
is a reflection of all the things you posses. Your kindness, positive at-
titude, creativity, generosity, motivation and determination are visible
in all you do. We are filled with hopes for a happy, bright, loving future
for you, and may that future bring you many successes and the best life
possible. We love you so much!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Nicole and Matt
219
'We make a living by what we get. .
.
We make a living by what we give. . .'
--Winston Churchill
Matt—
We are so proud of all of your achievements!
May Love, Passion & Purpose guide you through life.
With Much Love!
CON-GRATUATIONS!!!
Mom, Dad, Amanda & Beau




Congratulations Maria, we are so proud of you! You have worked so hard,
and deserve to celebrate! We look forward to following your adventures as
you embark on the next step of life's journey!
Aim for the chopping block. Ifyou aim for the wood, you will have nothing.
Aim past the wood, aim through the wood;
aim for the chopping block. -Annie Dillard
With Love,




WAYTO GO! You have shown your leadership qualities and your dedication to your chosen field of Communications. We are all so very proud of what
you have accomplished at Santa Clara.
Best wishes to you as you go forward in this new phase of your life. Your family is here to support your efforts. We will always remember the times we




Congratulations on your graduating from Santa Clara University. Another milestone
completed and many more to go. Time has just flown by and you have grown into such
an amazing young man. We want to wish you all the happiness you can find and we look
forward to your future success in the business world. Con mucho amor, Mama y Papa.
"/ honestly think it is better to be a failure at something you love than to be a success





How proud I am of you. I know some day you will be
famous.
Vovo would be so happy to see you graduate from
college. He's been watching you from heaven.



















We are so proud of you and everything you've accomplished.









we are of you









that you will have
your family's love
and support be-




























Congratulations! For your hard work and dedication during the
past four years you are graduating from Santa Clara University.
This is an achievement you will always cherish. We are very
proud of you. You deserve the best life has to offer because you
have always given your best. Our hopes and prayers are with
you. Take care of yourself and continue to follow your vocation.
We love you,
Dad, Mom & Julia
JaMM/n^/ Z%aaM/ Ja/mCA
Dear Jasmine,
Congratulations on your graduation from SCU! Your enthusiasm
for learning has been evident since your first day at Near North
Montessori Preschool! Always know that you have the love and
support of your family as you embark on your next educational
adventure and your future career goals!
Love,
Mom, your sister and your grandmother
Dear Alex,
Our "baby" is graduating. What are we to do now? You have
grown into a fine young man and we're proud of all you've
accomplished. Your sense of humor and your kind heart have
gained you many lifelong friends. Now it's time to break out on
your own and realize your potential. We can only imagine how






From that incredible day in December 1987 and through the
last twenty-two years, I have watched in amazement as you
have lived up to and surpassed my expectations. You were a
wonderful baby and have become an amazing young woman.
I do not believe that there is a father in this world that is more
blessed than I. There isn't anything in this world that you cannot
accomplish. Remember... I love you no matter what.
Love,
Daddy
"The difference between school and life? In school, you're taught a lesson and then given
a test. In life, you're given a test that teaches you a lesson." -Tom Bodett
Casey! You've had a great four years at a great school. We're sure you have memories
from SCU that will last our entire lifetimes. We know that you have the tools to
prepare you for the inevitable tests that life will send your way. And, there will be
many. We are proud of you and your accomplishments, and the man that you have
become. You have the education, perseverance, the strength of character and the
sense of humor to allow you to succeed in any endeavor, just as you have suc-
ceeded at SCU. In fact, we are so happy that you are graduating that we are even
forgiving the Kobe Beef debt from La Foret, and letting you keep your Dad's ipod!
Congratulations for a job well done. And, don't forget: "Wherever you go, no matter
what the weather, always bring your own sunshine." -Anthony J. D'Angelo
We love you dearly, Mom, Dad, and Caitlin
WmeU
Congratulations! You are our"sunshine,"and we are so proud of
you. May God continue to direct your path. We love you always






You graduated from preschool giggling and skipping through
life with a joyful spirit. We turned around and now you're gradu-
ating from college, facing the future with that same enthusiasm
and delight. You have worked hard and grown so much these
past four years. We are so proud of you! Wherever your path
leads, keep your heart open and your spirit at peace. God bless
you as you continue your journey.






....To a fine "SCUT"
We are all so proud of you for all you've accomplished. Well-
done young man. The world awaits you. ..Love, Mom,
Joe, Sharon & Samantha, Meg &T.J., Jim & Kate
C/h/A/h J&h/n4&w
Chad,
We are so proud of you! Through your hard work and determination you've
earned your Engineering degree while being a Varsity member of the Crew
team. In these last four years we've seen you grow and mature so much and we
know your future is bright. We can hardly wait to see what you accomplish next.
Always remember how proud you make us and how blessed we feel to have
you as our son. Congratulations on your graduation from SCU.
Love Always, Mom, Dad and Mike
Je40e^?U*M'
Dear Jeffrey,
Congratulations on your gradu-
ation day. We are very fortunate
and blessed to have you in our
life, and we will always be proud
of you. We thank you for your hard
work, patience, and for all your
accomplishments, achievements,
determinations, and your continu-
ous desires to be successful in your
life. You're really a good role model
to your brother and sister. Good
luck in the future even though we
know you will do fine.
We love you!
Dad, Mom, Jay and Jasmine
MWKbUvru
Alex,
Congratulations on a terrific four years at SCU! We are so proud
of you and all that you have accomplished. Always remember
that you have our love and support in all that you do, wherever





Sean Andrew, bright star
shining above and below.
Stay on the road imbued
with values SCU infused.
A magnificent moment
the Fab Four years
at a college whose heart
sings boldly to the ears.
"Be the change you want to see in the world" - Gandhi.
Congratulations on graduating as a global citizen.
ftlaftk> WaAtofa
Mark, congratulations on your graduation! We are so proud of
you and all of your accomplishments. Remember that we are
always behind you with all the love and support so go out there




You have so much promise for the years ahead, with your intelli-
gence, beauty and grace. We are especially delighted with your





We are so proud of you!
Love Always,




Graduation! We are so
very proud of all that
you've accomplished
at SCU! The experience
and life lessons you've
learned on the field
playing baseball for SCU, the degree you've chosen
and the friendships you've made have all contributed
to the amazing young man you've become! We know
you will be successful in anything you choose to do
and we will support you and love you, always and





work has driven you down
the path to success. You've
never hesitated to be in
the driver's seat. You are a
beautiful person and we
are so proud of all you've
accomplished.
All our love,
Mom, Dad, and Kait
I3c/rvja/rrum/ tf?M?\M/Yv
Congratulations Benj!
We are so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad, Haley & Lindsey
fl&4€/ 1)iaAn&n<A/
Congratulations on your graduation! You've worked
very hard the past 3 V2 years and we are very proud.
We love you!
--Mom, Dad, Bubbe, Aaron and Jessica
X>cwM/ J<^iit^/v
Dave,
We are so proud of your accomplish-
ments—we know how much this means
to you! Your whole life is ahead of you,
and we will always be with you as you
experience life's joys and challenges. We
love you very much! Congratulations!
Love,




so proud of your accom-
plishments at SCU and of
the wonderful person you
have become. Continue
to follow your dreams.
Love, Mom, Dad & Pat
C<9*VWj&Cott'
We want to say how proud we are of you! You have
made our lives so much more complete. Congratula-
tions on your many successes in academics and on
the lacrosse field. As you enter this new chapter in
life, we wish the best for you!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Ryan, Haley and Tracey
J&etepA/ T'dto/^amMma/
Dear Joey,
We are so proud of you!
Congratulations on a terrific four years!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Paolo
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Kaitlin,




Mom, Dad and Kerin
y\,afcdti/ J& n&w*
Your family is so proud
of you-






You have always surprised us - even before you were born! We all are so very proud of you!! Go on to a life of splendid adventures!!! And
never forget: 'Only shooting stars break the mold!'
We love you so so mech!
From your ever-loving fam: Mom, Laurie, Jason, Ali, Luke, Katie, Claire, Kemper, Everett, Edmund, Allan, Vera, Natasha, Vika, Melissa, Stella,




You've Hit the Jackpot with Kappa Alpha Theta. A Whole BlMCh Of AngelS!
but One Hell of a House. Dream Theta It's a Great Day to be a Theta.
I'd like to.... I'd like to say something that I've prepared for you tonight.... Well actually, that was inspired by
a little something Montana prepared for a few of us wolves back in January in a little place called "Sin City":
I tend to think of myself as a one man wolfpack, but when I came to Santa Clara and met my Thetas, my
wolfpack, it grew by many. I was alone first in the wolfpack and then you all joined in later. Now, three and a
half years later, sitting here and reflecting on nights of laughing so hard you could have sworn your sides split
right down the middle, talking till dawn for absolutely no reason, spontaneous road trips, dinners out to cure
a bad week, and shuffle board at Normandy Lounge for our favorite founder's birthday, I thought, "Wait a
second, could it be?" and now I know for sure. In my time at Santa Clara, I have added more than 40 girls to
my wolfpack. All of us wolves, running around The Clara together.
So thank you, my Theta Ladies of 2,010, for the best
is an honor and a privilege to call you my sisters
amazing, incredible, and CRAZY stuff we do next.
All of my love,
— Libby Dunn '10
four years of my life. It
and I can't wait to see the
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Excellent Member Service for over 50 years...
Act now, loan rates at an all-time LOW!





Lima Family Mortuaries <fji^>
I FUNERAL DIRECTORS ^ ^^pgg^
Our commitment to families is the foundation upon which our distinctive network has been built.
The Benefits of Preplanning With Dignity Memorial®
Preplanning your funeral or cremation service is a decision that only you can make.
But it's a decision that will affect all of the people you love most.
• Make a wise decision that shows you care. • A 100% Service Guarantee
• A sensible way to make informed decisions • Complimentary Personal Planning Guide
before your time of need. • The right decision is your decision.
• Alleviates the burden on family and friends. • Bereavement Travel Services
• Gives you time to decide. • National Transferability of Prearranged Services
• Personalized to reflect your wishes. • Access to our Grief Management Library
• Protection from rising costs due to inflation. • Affordable prearrangement monthly payments.
If you are interested in learning more from our advanced funeral planning licensed professionals, call or visit a provider listed below.
I Dignity Memorial Providers 1
Lima Family Erickson Lima Family Milpitas-Fremont Lima Family Santa Clara
Memorial Chapel Mortuary and Cedar Lawn Cemetery Mortuary
San Jose FD-128 Milpitas/Fremont FD-1262 Santa Clara FD-93
710 Willow St. 48800 Warm Springs Blvd., Fremont 466 N. Winchester Blvd.
(408)295-5160 (408)263-2868 (510)656-5565 (408)296-2977













We Buy Books for Cash
341 Lafayette St. Ste | 103 Santa Clara, Ca 9S0S0
o | 408.247.4692 f | 408.247.9257




















2700 Mission College • Less than 5 miles from SCU
scmarriott.com • 408.988.1 500
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Time is your best friend in investing!
Open an IRA now!
Edwardjones






SCU students, don't forget your








Fresh Sushi Rolls Breakfast
Sandwiches & U-don Special

























Before deadweek of the fall of my sophomore year, I spent 7 minutes in complete silence, falling from 13,000ft.
While most would classify skydiving as a sport reserved for the clinically insane, I beg to differ. During my
time in the air, I left all my thoughts, worries, and pressures in the plane and just sat there and appreciated the
simplicity of life. This moment of clarity has influenced me to keep my eyes open to the possibilities in front of
me and the experiences I can have. Two and a half years later, it feels close to impossible to try and sum up my
experience in one page, much less the experiences of all ^000 something students during the zoio year. One thing
I know for sure: time has flown. From the first day of orientation to the first night of my last spring quarter, this
school has allowed me the amazing possibilities of fun, amazing friends, internships, nights out, nights in, and a
life defining study abroad experience, and has allowed millions more to the rest of the student body. I hope, in
one way or another, we have captured that this year.
There is no way, however, that a book, even as great as this one, could ever hope to capture every amazing
opportunity on this campus, every event or function or rally or club meeting. What we can do, and I believe
have done with flare and excellence is our best to encapsulate the life of a Bronco during zoio. With the amazing
support of an extremely hardworking, dedicated, and talented design staff, we have produced an amazing piece of
history—a documentation of the years highest highs, lows, and the normal, average, amazing nights in between.
The creativity and innovative thinking brought forth by these designers pushed this book beyond the borders of
what I could have hoped for and I am so proud of the work they have accomplished.
The images in the book do more than just show the day to day actions on our campus. Our photographers
captured the feeling and life within these activities, how it really feels to be in the student section watching the
Broncos buck the Zags in Leavy or stand front row at the Kid Cudi concert. This book was made possible only
through the hard work and dedication of the 14 members of this staff and to them I issue a very large and very
well earned thank you. We did it, we're done, and it looks amazing.
So sitting here, as a Senior in my final classes, I am faced with the
realization that the experience that I began 4 years ago is quickly
coming to a close. Whether you are a freshman, rushing as fast as you
can to get out from under that token freshman label; a sophomore,
mentally preparing for a semester in a completely different culture or
coming to the realization that, "HOLY COW" you're halfway done
with this ride; a junior, coming into your own as the future leaders
of this school; or a senior, moving out, moving back, moving on, or
chilling out; you must remember one thing. Pause once in a while,
take a deep breath, and appreciate the possibilities around you. Some
of the littlest ones can show you the time of your life.




"My second year on staff has been
nothing but a pleasure. Of course I
can't get enough of the writing and the
design in yearbook, but I have to say
that this year's staff is what made it so
much fun. Late night deadline crunches
in the office could not have been spent
with a better group of people. I love my
designers! They're the best."
-Caitlin Millar ' 1
2
"The Redwood has been the most unpredictable part of my Sophomore
year. One day we were relaxing on the couches listening to music talking
about photos and stories, and the next we were in the office for over
thirteen hours while ordering pizza, watching Ryan run in and out taking
make-up photos, wondering if we were going to get any sleep because all
the while we were attempting to make our deadlines. This has been a wild
ride-a thoroughly enjoyable wild ride! It has been rewarding to be able to
document an entire year into a book, allowing people the opportunity to
remember that year for a lifetime."
-Jennv Nicholson '12
"It has been an amazing journey
watching all ofour hard work transform
240 blank white pages into the works
of art they are now. This year went by
quickly, but I hope we were able to trap
some ofit in this book so that everybody
can remember it forever. Thank you
so much to all of The Redwood staff,
especially Libby, Caitlin, Jenny, Irene,
and Callie. I enjoyed all ofour late nights
working on deadlines and being the last
people left in Benson. You guys were
the reason it was so much fun to make
this book. 'My favorite photograph is
the one I will take tomorrow.' See you
next year."
-Ryan Selewicz ' 1
3
"Working for The Redwood has been
great. Once again, we have a talented
staff, and we all have fun putting these
pages together. I hope you enjoy the
book as much as we do!"
-Kelsey Sadler '10
My experiences this year as a staff photographer has been
wonderful. I cannot recommend it highly enough. It has
given me the opportunity to participate in a number of unique
experiences which would have been impossible without yearbook.
For example, between weeks 9 and 10 of winter quarter, it was
requested that I take photographs of a baseball game in which
SCU was playing Southern Illinois University. Through various
connections I had previously established, I was able to obtain a
press pass that allowed me to take photographs on the field. The
ability to stand in the bull pin right next to the players was a unique
experience which I may never be able to repeat in my life. While
taking these photographs, I was privy to the intimate and private
conversations of the players for both team. After the game, I was
escorted to the press box high
above the baseball diamond
where I spoke to those who
were officiating the game.
Through my participation
in yearbook, I was given
the opportunity to have an
experience that very few
baseball, or sports fans, for
that matter, ever have. This is
just one example of the sorts
of situations which occurred
frequently throughout the
year. Overall, it was a
wonderful experience I would
not trade for anything.
-David Bass '10
"I'm so happy to have been part of
the yearbook this year because I love
what we do - we capture as much of
the year as possible so that at the end,
everyone can look back and see all of
the amazing things we as a community
have accomplished and all of the fun
we've had. This was my second year
working for The Redwood, and I've
learned so much from being here; I will
be taking away many fun memories and
important life lessons that will always
be a part of my time at the yearbook.


















Santa Clara University's 106th volume of The Redwood
was printed by Taylor Publishing Company, 1550 West
Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, Texas 75235.
The 240 pages were submitted electronically as PDFs.
Pagination was completed on four Macintosh G5 computers
using Adobe Photoshop CS3, Adobe Indesign CS3, and
Microsoft Word.
Copy for this yearbook was written and edited by
The Redwood staff and contributing student writers.
Throughout the book, type was set in Champagne &> Limosines,
Cwnttnna, Day Roman, and Impact.
Images were taken using digital SLR cameras. Some images
appearing in the book were submitted by students, faculty,
school organizations, and the Athletics Department.
Senior portraits were taken by Ultimate Exposures, 7011
Hayvenhurst Avenue, Suite C, Van Nuys, CA 91406.
Representative: Jeannine Melendez.
The Redwood was printed for all full-time undergraduate
students at Santa Clara University. The book was
distributed on campus and each full-time undergraduate
student was assessed a yearbook fee of $77.00. Inquiries
about any aspect of this book may be directed to Santa
Clara University, Center for Student Leadership, Benson 1,
500 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA 95050, Attn: The
Redwood.
The Redwood regrets and apologizes for any misspellings,
omissions of persons in both name and photo, or erroneous
identification. All are purely accidental and in no way
intentional on the part of The Redwood staff, publisher,
photography staff, or faculty advisor. We are not responsible
for students classifed above or below their actual class
level, as our information is provided by the unit tracking
system in place at Student Records. Our coverage ranges
from September to March in order to make our May
shipment delivery to customers, and we apologize for any
inconvenience this may cause individuals or organizations.
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